Rocket® Chest Drainage Solutions
The system features:

The Rocket® Blue Bottle™ single
chamber chest drain and tube set
combine to provide the UK’s best
selling chest drainage system.

 UNDERWATER SEAL
CHEST DRAINAGE
BOTTLE for either single

The universally accepted technique
of choice for pleural drainage
following cardiac and thoracic
surgery, in A&E departments and
medical wards.

collection (R54500) or
double collection (R54509).

 SAFETY PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE provides
a secondary escape
route for air preventing
positive pressurisation of
the drainage bottle.

 Traditional underwater seal
 Simple, logical functionality
 Easy setup

 UPRIGHT,
INHERENTLY STABLE
DESIGN which does not

Function: Traditionally, the simplest
method to accomplish chest drainage,
is to assemble a single ‘bottle’ containing
a prescribed amount of water. One short
tube leading to the outside atmosphere
functions as a vent; whilst another leads
from the patient and is submerged
approximately 2cm below the surface of
the water.

require tiresome stands or
carriers.

 1800ml CAPACITY:
available in two graduations
25ml (R54500) or 5ml
(R54509).

This creates an ‘underwater seal’, the
most important element in pleural
drainage. The water-seal provides a low
resistance, one way valve that allows air
and fluid to be expelled from the pleural
space by means of positive expiratory
pressure and prevents atmospheric air
from being drawn back into the pleural
cavity.

 AVAILABLE WITH A
WIDE RANGE OF
TUBING SETS:
including, single cone
connection to large bore
catheters: (R54502) and also
for use with Rocket®
Seldinger Chest Drainage
Sets. (R54539).

Description

Order Code

Rocket® Blue Bottle™
Single chamber, 1800ml capacity
Sterile for single use, 10 units per carton.

Rocket® Double Chamber bottle
ideal for paediatric or specific drainage recording. 1800ml capacity bottle,
1st chamber: 5ml, 2nd chamber: 10ml graduations, sterile, 10 units per
carton

Rocket® Tubing Set with fir tree connector
with bottle cap, integral straw, support spring, 1.5mm , sterile, single
wrapped, 10 units per carton

Rocket® Tubing Set with plain ended connection
suitable for connection to Rocket® Seldinger Chest Drain Sets, with bottle
cap, integral straw, support spring, 1.5mm.
Sterile for single use, 10 units per carton
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